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Preface

The Computational Visual Media (CVM) Conference series is intended to provide a major international forum

for exchanging novel research ideas and significant practical computational methods which either underpin or

apply visual media. The primary rationale is to target cross-disciplinary research which amalgamates aspects

of computer graphics, computer vision, machine learning, image processing, video processing, visualization and

geometric computing. The main topics of interest to CVM include classification, composition, retrieval, synthesis,

and understanding of visual media.

The Computational Visual Media Conference 2016 (CVM 2016), the 4th international conference in the series,

was held on April 6 to April 8, 2016, in Cardiff University, UK. Following the success of previous CVM conferences,

CVM 2016 attracted broad attention from researchers worldwide. A total of 72 technical papers were submitted

and reviewed by an international program committee comprising 49 selected experts and 44 additional reviewers.

From those submissions, 25 papers were accepted for oral presentation.

From those 25 papers, 7 outstanding papers were selected for inclusion in this special section. These papers

cover a wide spectrum of topics, from image segmentation, image composition, multi-task learning and nonlinear

dimensionality reduction to camera calibration, shape from shading and 3D printing.

We hope that readers will enjoy this special section. We are grateful to all the paper authors and paper reviewers

for their valuable contributions.
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